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TWO-GENERATOR CABLE KNOTS ARE TUNNEL ONE

STEVEN A. BLEILER

(Communicated by Ronald Stern)

Abstract. A two-generator cable knot exterior is a genus two handlebody with

a single two-handle attached.

Knot theorists have long studied knots via the fundamental group of the
complement. These groups are finitely generated, and a naive measure of the

complexity of such a group is the rank, i.e., the minimal number of generators

needed to present the group. Dehn's lemma and homology show that only the
unknot has a rank one (i.e., cyclic) group, so in this sense the "simpliest" non-
trivial knots are those whose groups are of rank two, the so-called two-generator
knots. It can be very difficult to determine the rank of a group [MKS, B]; cor-

respondingly it can be very difficult to recognize a 2-generator knot. Indeed, in

R. Kirby's famous 1978 problem list [K, 1.10], L. Moser asks if there exists a
geometric characterization of this algebraic condition on knots.

A way to construct two-generator knots geometrically was given by Clark

in a 1980 paper [C] and is reproduced now. Begin with a genus g Heegaard

splitting of the 3-sphere, expressing one of the two handlebodies as a single zero-

handle with g one-handles attached. Removing the zero-handle and a single
one-handle produces the exterior of a knot K in the 3-sphere. The cores of the
remaining one-handles are said to be a set of unknotting tunnels for K. The
cardinality of a minimal set of unknotting tunnels for a given knot K is then
defined to be the tunnel number of K and K is said to be tunnel t. Dually,
the exterior of a tunnel t knot is constructed by attaching t two-handles to
genus t + 1 handelbody. Such a space deformation retracts to a wedge of t+1
circles with t discs attached, so the group of a tunnel t knot has a presentation
with t + 1 generators and t relators. Thus, tunnel one knots are two-generator.

Scharlemann conjectured the converse in 1984 [S], and the result here is the
first step in that direction.
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Theorem. Two-generator cable knots are tunnel one.

Proof. The idea of the proof is to list the tunnel one and two-generator cable

knots and observe that the lists agree. The torus knots are all tunnel one, so in

what follows assume all cables have nontrivial companions. Also assume that

the cabling is nontrivial, i.e., that the wrapping number of all cables is at least
two.

The tunnel one satellite knots were classified in 1991 by Marimoto and

Sakuma [MS], and per their list, the tunnel one cable knots are the (spq ±1,5)
cables on the (/?, q) torus knots. It is useful to recall why (compare [E, Lemma

4.6] and [M, Theorem 1]).
For such knots one constructs a tunnel directly. Conversely, suppose that S,

the (r, s) cable on the nontrivial knot K, is tunnel one. Denote the manifold

given by p/q Dehn surgery on a knot L by L(p/q), and consider the reducible

manifold M = S(rs/1). The manifold M is the connected sum of the lens
space L(s, r) with the manifold K(r/s). Our cable knot is tunnel one, so M

has Heegaard genus at most two. Heegaard genus is additive under connected
sum, and the lens space L(r, s) has Heegaard genus one; so the Heegaard genus

of K(r/s) cannot be more than one. Thus K(r/s) is also a lens space with (of

course) cyclic fundamental group. The cyclic surgery theorem [CGLS] coupled

with the fact that s is at least two then tells us that K is a torus knot. Now

our cable is an iterated torus knot, and the well-known classification of Dehn

fillings on such knots [G, Theorem 7.5] shows that S is the (spq ±1,5) cable

on a (/?, q) torus knot.

To see that the (spq ± 1, 5) cables on the (/?, q) torus knots are precisely the

two-generator cables, consider the fundamental group in place of the Heegaard
genus in the argument above. Given that 5, the (r, s) cable on the nontrivial

knot K is a two-generator, again consider the reducible manifold M = S(rs/1).
The complement of our cable has a two-generator fundamental group, and the

fundamental group of M is obtained from that group by adding a relator; so the
fundamental group of M is at most two generator. Moreover, the fundamental

group of M is the free product of the cyclic group Z/sZ with the fundamental
group of K(r/s). A theorem of Grushko and Neumann [MKS] shows that rank

is additive under the free product and the cyclic group Z/sZ has rank one, so

the rank of the fundamental group of K(r/s) cannot be more than one. The

fundamental group of K(r/s) is thus cyclic, and once again, the cyclic surgery

theorem coupled with the fact that s is at least two tells us that K is a torus

knot. Now our cable is an iterated torus knot and we finish as before.

Two-generator knots were proven to be prime by Norwood [Nl], but unfortu-

nately his published proof [N2] appears to have a gap in the proof of Lemma 3.

The theorem above has the nice corollary that "most" cables are prime non-two-
generator knots. The existence of such knots is apparently not widely known [B,

p. 99] even though it was known to Crowell and Fox [CF] some thirty years ago.

Denoting the «th elementary ideal by E„ , Crowell and Fox show that the rank

of a group is bounded below by any n for which E„ is proper [CF, p. 109]. In

particular, they show that the knot 946 is prime and non-two-generator. Prime
knots which cannot be shown to be non-two-generator by this method but shown

to be non-two-generator by the theorem above are the (±1, 2) cables on the

Alexander polynomial 1 knots such as the Conway or Kinoshita-Terasaka knot.
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